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1.

Presentation

The humanity does not walk alone, we are dependent on each other to get
somewhere in life, be it in status, power, conquests and achievements. The
lack of planning for social works and humanitarian aid has been a major
problem encountered in all "Bitcoins" that you have known to this day.
The main idea behind the creation of Bitcoin and its other Fork's were to
be used as new ways of payments and financial transfers, as well as the famous
digital investment method, which is apparently a new and great form of
financial return. They all are deficient, because they do not reach social actions
and do not add in methods of aid to the human beings in their afflictions and
difficulties.
In order to change the concept of cryptocurrency, several researches were
done on problems faced around the world. It was intensified the search for
information in the area of health and what could be done so that people had a
better quality of life fighting some diseases. The result showed with worrying
data regarding Childhood Cancer, which today is the second largest cause of
mortality of our children, mainly in Eastern and Southern Europe, Asia, Africa
and South America.
After this research, we verified that there would be a new form of help
and social responsibility with the humanity. In this way, Bitcoin Cure was
created, which is responsible for voluntary actions to combat childhood cancer.
Bitcoin Cure represents a community of entrepreneurs who invest in
lives, conducted solely and exclusively by you, dear investor, without any CEO,
no entrepreneur, only Community.
We understand that without community, there is no strength, progress and
no success. For this reason we love our community and believe that after
reading this Whitepaper, you will have enough reasons to be part of this group.
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2.

Criptocurrency

Criptocurrency is a form of virtual currency, it is a way of exchange that
uses encryption and blockchain technology to ensure more security in financial
transactions on the internet. Just as the traditional paper currency has serial
numbers, watermarks, embossing, and other features to prevent counterfeiting,
crypto-currency also uses codes that are very difficult to break.
There are several types of virtual currencies, bitcoin being the most
known. It is decentralized, which means that money can be transferred from
person to person without going through bank or intermediary without
bureaucracies. Its negotiation takes place through the internet, carrying out
transactions in any part of the world.
The main function of cryptocurrency is to facilitate financial transactions,
ensuring practicality and speed for various purchase and sale transactions.

3.

Blockchain Technology

The technological innovation behind cryptocurrency is known as
blockchain or "trust protocol" which aims at decentralization as a security
measure.
In the blockchain, a global index is created for all transactions within the
same market, which consists of records bases, being a kind of ledger, totally
public and shared. The transaction is made between two parties directly, without
the mediation of third parties, creating trust between the parties.
The blockchain of a virtual coin is initiated from the genesis block, which
is the first block, the beginning of the whole system. Information on addresses,
balances, debits and credits are shown publicly in the blockchain.
For a virtual currency, a block explorer is created, which is associated
with a website on the internet, where all currency transaction information can be
viewed. The transactions are irreversible, without breach, showing security and
trust.

4.

Bitcoin Cure

As mentioned earlier in our presentation, there is an interest in delivering
humanitarian aid, with the idea of bringing together technology and social
action. In this way, Bitcoin Cure was created, a revolutionary currency that will
benefit people who fight daily in the fight against Childhood Cancer.
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4.1. Bitcoin Cure’s Social Project
When conducting the research on the biggest causes of deaths worldwide,
we are faced with this worrying situation of Childhood Cancer. The Bitcoin Cure
coin was created to bring benefits to these children (who carry this disease) who
need help in combating Childhood Cancer. Through the currency, financial
resources will be offered that will help in treatments, medicines, equipment and
the use of means of transport that facilitate the locomotion for chemotherapies
and hospitalizations.
The Bitcoin Cure will constantly strive for the lives of these children with
cancer, but for this project to be sustainable, we will depend on each investor
who, by embracing the cause, will help Bitcoin Cure bring this benefit to
worldwide treatment for Childhood Cancer.

4.2. Tecnologies
It is undeniable that we are dealing with the two major technologies, in
matters of revolutionary, secure transactions and admirable electronic privacy
never seen in the digital world, Blockchain and Tangle (Dag). To our
knowledge, Bitcoin Cure will use the Blockchain system, but not because the
Dag system is incompetent, on the contrary, its intelligence is commendable.
However, the Blockchain system has already been showing its potential for
almost 10 years, and therefore has impeccable time in its technology, attracting
the attention of some banks like Itaú, Santander, Barclays, BBVA,
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Credit Suisse, JP Morgan, State Street, Royal
Bank of Scotland and UBS. With Bitcoin Cure it could not be different, we
were also attracted to being next to this system, in which Bitcoin was born.
With technological advancement, more and more people are using their
mobile phones on a day-to-day basis. Concerned about this, we will have the
Bitcoin Cure portfolio available for Android and IOS systems in the near future.

4.3. Inovation
Currently, many criptocurrencies use the concept of Masternode,
becoming increasingly popular as it is an efficient form of financial return.
The masternode is a system working as nodes that help the network to
ensure greater efficiency in the transactions. It's like a special server active all
the time. It is an alternative for community members to keep a specific amount
of coins and receive rewards for it. This amount of coins and the reward amount
are determined in the criptocurrency code configuration
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By maintaining an active masternode, it is possible to receive desirable
rewards while maintaining a stable return on investment (ROI).
In the future, the concept of masternode for Bitcoin Cure will be adopted,
which will be announced in the media and in a new version of Whitepaper.
Currently the currency has the concept of POS (Proof-of-Stake) and PoW
(Proof-of-Work). In the POS system, the user needs to have a certain amount of
coins in the wallet, which shows that he believes in the project. That way, he
earns coins at the percentage set in the currency code according to his balance.
In the POW system the computational power is used for coin mining.
Two inovations will be adopted by the team: Gemini Swap and Fork of
the Trinity.
The Bitcoin Cure will bring a totally different Swap from the others.
Something new that promises to bring great benefits to those who are part of this
community. We ask atention to our social media not to miss the exact Gemini
Swap date on our Road Map.
Our community will receive due recognition for the excellence and
innovation that Bitcoin Cure will bring to all those who bet on our news. The
Roadmap will be available with all the information and will be periodically
updated on our website.
The Bitcoin Cure is bringing to the worldwide market of Altcoins the
different and innovative, with a greater purpose through our social actions,
which is the main objective.

4.4. Business model
During the development of the project, a sales platform will be created
where the only purchase currency will be Bitcoin Cure. Initially there will be
two shopping options:
 Electronic products and computer parts and gadgets in general with almost
cost prices.
 Products to support the fight against childhood cancer, such as pens,
calendars, cups, T-shirts and other utensils, from which all proceeds will
be donated to other institutions that help fight childhood cancer.
The Bitcoin Cure team will have a unique and transparent "100,000,000"
BTCC Proof-of-Stake to stakes generation that guarantees resources to keep our
social action alive. This is a team strategy to have a sustainable and solid project
for at least five years.
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4.5. Coin Specification
Name: BITCOIN CURE
Ticker: BTCC
Algorithm: Scrypt
Type: POS
Maximum supply: 1,950,000,000
Premine: 450,000,000
p2p port=37442
rpc port=37443
Block Time: 1 min.
Minimum stake age: 3 hours
Coinbase maturity: 10 confirmations
Max block size: 2000000
ROI:

60% annual until Block 129.600 (08/12/2018 until 11/12/ 2018)

120% annual, from block 129.601 until 259.200 (11/12/ 2018 until
02/12/2019)

60% annual from block 259.201 until 388.800(02/12/2019 until
02/12/2019)

30% annual from block 388.801 foward (05/12/2019 foward)
•
•

Pre-saleR$0,01 (US$0,0025) – August 16 until October 11 of 2018
Starting at exchanges – October 12 of 2018

•
•
•

Gemini Swap
Masternode – May of 2019
Fork of the trinity – August 12 of 2019

Maximum supply: 1.950.000.000BTCC
Stakes wallet to help with the donations: 100.000.000 BTCC
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5.

Road Map

T3 2018
 Blockchain Launch
 Windows Wallet
 Social Media
 HotSite Online
T4 2018
 Official Site
 WhitePaper Launch
 Cryptocurrency Launch
 First Exchange
 Road Map Launch
 First Social Action about Childhood Cancer
T1 2019
 Marketing Activities
 Gemini Swap
 Masternode
 New donations
T2 2019
 Launch at a new Exchange
 New donations
T3 2019
 Mobile Wallets
 Launch at a new Exchange
 Fork Of Trinity (first part)
T4 2019
 Exclusive webshop with BitCoin Cure only payments
 Fork Of Trinity (second part)
 End of the year special offert
 Launch at a new Exchange
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6.

Disclaimer

The Bitcoin Cure Team hereby disclaims any liability for any actions
performed with the currency by the user.
This document is not intended to guarantee any profits from the presented
currency but rather to present on its origin and purpose.
Profits are consequences that all team and investors expect, but will only
occur due to various factors such as the economy, sponsors, investors, work,
time, patience, acceptance, growth, among others.
All future investors should analyze any risks in relation to virtual
currencies and study the details of each investment asset.
We suggest reading the document completely, doubts can be answered by
our media.

7.

Thanks and a Message

Our eternal Gratitude to Bitcoin for the worldwide technological and
financial revolution. If it were not for him, we would not be here. Gratitude to
the master Bitcoin.
Thanks to all the investors, developers, viewers and everyone who took
the time to read this document.
An exclusive thanks to the "DEVS" of the other serious coins and
their respective true teams that exist in the World that are coming to give
alternatives of quality of life and chance of together, to look for a WORLD
FAIRER AND BETTER.
We can not stop or waste time, because the World needs many more coins
that have projects like Bitcoin Cure, which has come to bring peace, joy and
hope to these children with Cancer and their families, united by
WORLD HOPE.
We will leave this important message to the developers of other altcoins:
We do not come to bring "DIVISION" but "UNION", for our Struggle is
against the World Oppressors who plant "INEQUALITY" and
"FINANCIAL SLAVERY", bleeding our Nations and our Cultures.

Team BITCOIN CURE.
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8.

Useful Links

Official Site: http://bitcoincure.org/
Github: https://github.com/laurobeleche/BitcoinCure
Telegram: https://t.me/joinchat/HqfMTA1jDvt7JUPlCyR24g
Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/qRPRjj6
Support E-mail: support@bitcoincure.org
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